2006 alfa romeo

With the Alfa , a new charter opens in the design of Alfa Romeo sporting saloons. The very
latest technological innovations makes the new Alfa Romeo a car of unparalleled class, offering
the very best in terms of dynamism, comfort, active and passive safety. In addition, the
character and sporty style typical of Alfa Romeo cars remains intact, as does the unmistakable
temperament of driving Italian style. The story goes that Henry Ford used to doff his hat when
he saw an Alfa Romeo pass and that on the day he managed to beat the Alfas, Enzo Ferrari
cried like a baby. The company has come through a century of history, contributing many
memorable pages to the history of the motorcar. So we have prepared a journey through time
linking all the various images of the Alfa Romeo legend from its origins to the present day. The
utmost sportiness is guaranteed by the 3. The 1. The new 1. All the engines are designed to give
the maximum driving pleasure, excellent pick-up without needing to change gear frequently and
a huge reserve of power for when it is needed, especially when overtaking. This being made
possible by the new 6-speed mechanical gearboxes that allow for a sporty, comfortable drive.
The entire range of engines available on the Alfa complies with Euro 4 limits on emissions. The
diesel engines are also fitted with a standard anti-particulate filter that lasts for the entire
lifetime of the car and does not need any additives for regeneration. In addition, they are
innovative engines that offer the utmost driving comfort, thrilling response and high
performance. In this way the Alfa remains faithful to the great tradition of Alfa Romeo motor
engineering. A name that for many years has been synonymous with outstanding performance
and quality in the world of sporting saloons, Alfa is the maximum expression of the safety and
strength of Alfa Romeo. Designed by Giorgetto Giugiaro, in collaboration with the Alfa Romeo
Style Centre, the Alfa has attractive, aggressive and sporty styling. The stopping front pillar
gives the car a sleek look, emphasizing the presence of the powerful engine under the hood.
The elongated rear lights are split by the opening for the luggage compartment, and echo the
front lights. The exterior dimensions â€” mm long; mm wide; mm high, with a wheelbase of mm
â€” are impressive and provide lots of interior space. Solidity and class, then, are the quality
that strike at first glance of the latest offering from Alfa Romeo. The dual or 3-zone automatic
climate control system and sunroof ensure a travel in great comfort, while the comfortable
wraparound seats and quietness of the passenger cabin recreate the pleasant atmosphere of a
living room. Passing the strict Euro NCAP safety test, the Alfa has proved that it is among the
very best in terms of safety, scoring 5 stars â€” the top score- for the protection of occupants
and 4 stars for child safety. These excellent results were reached thanks to the use of new
high-deformable floorpan and the solid engine support structure, ensuring the maximum
protection for passengers even in the event of a high-speed collision. All the main elements of
the bodyshell are securely inter-connected: 3 load lines at the front and continuous long
members along the length of the car ensure outstanding safety and driving comfort. The
passive safety systems are designed for the best possible results. As well as the front, side and
window bags, the car is also equipped with innovative knee-bags for the driver, available for the
passenger on request. For smaller passengers, triple Isofix fittings are available in the rear for
child seats. The Alfa is driving pleasure at its maximum. It is unique in safety and offers
absolute control. The high wishbone suspension at the front and multilink setup at the rear
ensure perfect road-holding, guaranteeing perfect positioning of the wheels and keeping them
in constant contact with the road. The highly efficient braking system is fitted with ABS with
electronic brake force distribution that allows the car to come to a stop in only 36 m when
traveling at 60 mph. The Alfa uses the most sophisticated electronic stability control systems,
such as VDC, that leaves the driver free to enjoy being in control of the car. In track tests, the
Alfa recorded figures that stand comparison with the very best grand touring cars. The torsional
stiffness of the Alfa is at the very top of the segment: a crucial element for outstanding
sturdiness and excellent road-holding, as well as total safety. The bodyshell uses both
high-strength, dual phase steels and multi-thickness metals welded partly using laser
technology. The steering and suspension always work in the best possible conditions due to
the high level of chassis stiffness. The block is designed by G. To most authorities the heads
are what determines the performance and characteristics. Alfa romeo always look good, but
who knows about the reliability Your browser does not support HTML5 video. Andrew Coman.
Read More. What do you think? Car Finder:. Alfa-Romeo Competing Vehicles. Active filters:.
About US. Contact Us. Automotive journalist job. An automotive manufacturer with a name
always connected to motor-sport such as Alfa Romeo can only represent their freedom and
passion driven values by building a convertible. Based on the already famous Brera coupe, the
Spider was developed by Pininfarina in conjunction with the Alfa Romeo style centre and turns
heads for its unmistakable Italian elegance. The front end is compatible with the latest
generation of Alfa Romeos, but the new car gets to be the latest stylistic interpretation of that in
the Alfa Romeo convertibles manner. With its safety, power and attractive styling, the Alfa

Spider throws again the glove in the convertible field, a specific segment where Alfa Romeo has
played a leading role for quite some time. The Alfa Spider is 72 in wide, in long and 52 in high
with a wheelbase of Despite that, there was made no compromise between comfort and
function, as often forced is done with this type of car. The luggage compartment is always
available whether the hood is up or down and there are also numerous oddments recesses,
including a climatised one in the central console. In detail, the new Alfa roadster offers an
appealing front end, similar to that of the Brera on which it is based, with a shield occupying
pride of place in the centre, the starting point of the lines that run along the bonnet and frame
the headlights, a stylistic and functional device which makes the front look even wider and more
imposing, because the shoulder of the wing and the front pillar are stronger and thicker. The
impression of temperament is further underlined by the elongated rear lights and four exhaust
terminals. But the styling of the new Spider also includes some classic elements that come
directly from the Alfa Romeo tradition, such as the fold-away, soft-top, and the rear shoulder
design borrowed directly from the famous Giulietta Spider. The U-shaped hood that covers the
top fits in harmoniously with the body and houses a third brake light in its base. The rear
roll-bar slots perfectly into the silhouette of the car but is actually a very important safety
element that tracks the line of the seat to shade off into the rear volume above the rigid hood
cover. Other features as maximum revs of 6, rpm, minimal maintenance hydraulic tappets and
timing gear with chain drive , the low weight aluminum cylinder head and crankcase and the
Euro-4 exhaust emissions are proof of a very modern core. The new 6-cylinder engine continues
the strategy begun with the 4-cylinder engines, and adopts Alfa newly developed JTS Jet Thrust
Stoichiometric direct injection system. A lot of components have been designed from scratch
for the new V6 engine. The valves are also controlled by a roller finger system, with low
mechanical heat dissipation and hydraulic uptake of tappet play. Another interesting feature is
the camshaft drive system, which uses a primary chain that transmits the drive to the heads via
two secondary chains. The tension is provided by several automatic hydraulic tensioners,
which need no maintenance at all during the life of the engine. A high pressure fuel pump for
the direct injection system is mounted on the cylinder head and is driven by a camshaft that
maintains the pressure of the injected fuel at bar by a built-in pressure regulator. Inlet ports and
combustion chamber assembly are designed to optimize the air-fuel mixture, to achieve the
correct turbulence of the inlet air, forming a homogeneous mixture, for stable, complete
combustion. The volumes and port geometry of the aluminum inlet casing are also adapted to
the high air delivery of the high revs to enhance performance. Also the unusual high
compression ratio of In brief the main differences between the new 3. The 3. Another two
catalysts under the floor-pan and four lambda sensors complete the system, so that the engine
respects Euro 4 limits without adopting special systems such as secondary air or electric
heating. And that is because direct injection combined with 4-valve-per-cylinder geometry
creates a mix that tends to be more concentrated at the centre of the combustion chamber. The
new Alfa Spider equipped with the powerful V6 engine offers the same Q4 all wheel drive
system with three differentials known from Brera. The central differential is a Torsen C that
encloses the front differential for the first time, a solution that ensures considerable benefits in
terms of dimensions, weights and also performance. The Alfa Romeo Q4 four wheel drive
system implies permanent, dynamic torque distribution over all four wheels to achieve the
highest levels of active safety. The most significant benefits of the Q4 system are:. Timing drive
4 OHC chain , 4 electrohydraulic continuous variable valve timing. Fuel system MED 7. Steering
box rack and pinion with hydraulic power steering. The suspension adopts a high wishbone
layout for the front and guarantees a precise control of wheel movement, with a clearly defined
steering axis in space. This architecture was borrowed from racing cars and endows
outstanding dynamic performance and extremely sensitive steering. This type of suspension
already used on the Alfa and Alfa Brera offers a host of technical improvements. Great attention
was also paid to the new wheel upright, exploiting the available space inside the rims in full,
with significant advantages in terms of lateral rigidity. Also the size of the coaxial damper
spring unit with dual tube shock absorber has been increased to improve its capacity to absorb
road roughness. Finally, the suspension wass connected to the chassis by a closed geometry
frame which is stiffer than the previous version, which featured a single crossbeam. The
Multilink rear suspension allows wheel movement controll in a sophisticated manner, reaching
the best possible results in terms of performance. The system uses three levers and a
transverse blade to highlight the performance of the various components subject to longitudinal
load, in order to achieve faster responses, enhanced stability and extreme grip. The
power-assisted, hydraulic braking system includes two cross-over independent circuits. The
powerful Alfa Spider 3. This vehicle is the first application of a mono-bloc aluminum caliper with
radial attachments to the front brakes of an Alfa Romeo. This solution increases caliper

stiffness without increasing the weight and therefore makes for increased performance,
particularly during a sporty drive. The collaboration between the Alfa Romeo style centre and
the Pininfarina Design Studio continues inside the vehicle where a sporty look has been
achieved by the general layout. The dash features an array of controls and instruments that all
face the driver. The seats flavor the distinctive Alfa piping, but are customized by incorporating
the head-restraints into the structure and by side strips that connect the 4-point seat-belts and
give a personality boost to the seat. The Alfa Spider also surrounds the driver and passenger
with technologies that ensure a high acoustic and climatic comfort. The result is an enveloping
environment, free from vibration thanks to the careful soundproofing and the outstanding
rigidity of the body-shell. Also there is offered a rain sensor, which automatically activates the
windscreen, a dusk sensor which turns the headlights on when the car enters a tunnel and a
parking sensor that conveys acoustic and graphic information about the distance between the
car and any obstacle. The Bose Sound System produced for Alfa Romeo by the US company
leader in the Hi-Fi sound sector, offers exceptional listening quality for each passenger under
all driving conditions. It has a power output of Watts and includes six speakers and a subwoofer
with a 6-channel digital amplifier Watts built into the rear bench seat, which plays the lowest
frequencies. A special concern of Alfa engineers was given to passive safety. It includes the
new chassis designed to absorb impact with maximum efficacy. Occupants are also being
protected by the body and doors, without forgetting the Isofix attachments for carrying the
tiniest occupants with maximum safety. The Spider also offers innovative restraint systems and
an extensive armada of airbags: front with two-stage activation, side-bags and new devices to
safeguard the knees. These knee-bags prevent contact with the dashboard surface and help
achieve the highest safety levels. The two front airbags have two-stage activation: for the driver
and passenger. Their operation is controlled by an electronic unit on the tunnel that evaluates
impact severity by means of sensors that are calibrated by conducting crash tests in the
laboratory. The airbags will not be activated by low speed accidents for example, a slight shunt
or a bump while parking or by stresses that are not due to impact e. The front passenger airbag
may be deactivated manually so that a baby can be carried in a seat with its back to the
direction of motion. The Alfa Spider is fitted with two side-bags to protect the pelvis and chest
of occupants when the car is struck from the side. They are located inside the front seat
squabs. This solution ensures the best possible protection for passengers regardless of their
stature, sitting position or seat setting. If an accident occurs, the sensors controlling activation
of these airbags receive a side acceleration signal which is sent to the electronic control unit
that is also responsible for operating the front airbags and seat-belt pretensioners. A complex
and sophisticated creature, the Alfa Romeo Spider V6 Q4 both recalls the glorious Alfa tradition
in this sector and puts out some cutting edge solutions in terms of mechanical specifications
and engines. With style and elegance guaranteed by Pininfarina, nerve and muscles guaranteed
by its genes, the new Spider is about to shake the roadster world. Your browser does not
support HTML5 video. Andrew Avarvarii. Read More. What do you think? Car Finder:.
Alfa-Romeo Spider. Competing Vehicles. Active filters:. About US. Contact Us. Automotive
journalist job. Alfa Rocks â€” TS engine note is nice. Performance is acceptable. I wish it is a V6
engine. Cost is resonable comparing the performance you get out of it. Wow factor is superly
good. CarGurus has thousands of nationwide listings and the tools to find you a great deal.
Love It!!!!! I am even saying a word about the handling. I love it's look!! It has a great sound and
it's interior and exterior are designed with love I have no worries!!! Simply my dream car!!! I love
it!!! Alfa Balck Line Jtd â€” good car, vrey beautiful in blackline edition with good wheels and a
black roof. Engine note is amazing, the engine is not very powerfull but feels so alive and drives
so responsively that makes you very happy. It is a little bit fragile, there are some points that
you have to c Read More. This is the JTD turbo diesel so masses of turbo lag before it snaps
your neck and launches. Then at RMP you need another gear before its all over. Ridiculous fuel
economy and still effortless c Performance:perfect brakes perfect acceleration perfect handling
Build Quality:medium sound system is bad Cost Of Ownership:gas milleage medium maintence
good Fun Factor:Very good performance and good Gr8 perfomance car, nice handling SEXY
Jeremy Clarkson once said on Top Gear that no one can be considered a petrolhead until
owning an Alfa Romeo. The fustration of it breaking down while on the go, which was quite rare
because it usually A lovely car to drive, stunning appearance, fairly responsive and good
acceleration. Despite the many negative talk about Alfa Romeo and especially about this model I
have been satisfied with mine since the beginning. The performance of the Diesel engine with
hp is nothing spect The car is very good in every performace point Inside is so Comfy inside
Nice tan Leather. Special thanks to the UK government that enabled me to pick this up a year
ago for It's a great car, but don't settle for less than the 2. Although it comes with Selespeed
Prices are really low now. You might want to reconsider. After all, no sports car is like an Have
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